Abstract: Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) was used to record an inscription carved on the surfaces of 17 limestone blocks of the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Complex (Konya), which dates from the XIIIth century B.C. After a brief introduction concerning the site and the RTI technique, and particularly its Highlight-RTI variant, this paper reports on the imaging strategy tailored to the conditions of this specific landscape monument, which contains blocks of various dimensions organized along three axes. While various applications of the RTI technique on open-air examples have been reported in the literature to date1, our experience on the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Complex presents a large-scale application of Highlight-RTI on a complex monument. The paper concludes that RTI is an efficient tool for documenting landscape monuments when the needs of each site are carefully analyzed. In this large-scale capacity, RTI works best as a site-specific technique customized to the particularities of each locale.
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Located in the highlands north of the Ilgın Plain (Konya) and on a prolific spring now moved to sustain the neighboring villages, the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Complex is one of the most impressive landscape monuments of the Hittite Empire (Fig. 1)². Once lining the pool supplemented by the aforementioned spring, a series of limestone blocks were carved with a long inscription in hieroglyphic Luwian, recording the details of a military campaign undertaken by the Hittite king Tudhaliya IV at the end of the XIIIth century to the southwestern borderlands of his empire³. A partially preserved relief depicts Tudhaliya under the embrace of a mountain deity, and emphasized this king’s attachment to sacred mountains⁴. The Hittite monument was reincarnated as a smaller Roman pool in the later centuries, before it was gradually buried under a thick deposit ensuring the protection of the limestone blocks until the 20th century⁵.

As infrastructure work to move the spring was being done in the area in 1970, the soundings hit the inscribed blocks and work was immediately suspended⁶. Archaeological excavations began the following year under the supervision of the Ankara Anatolian Civilizations Museum⁷. A total of 22 blocks with inscription were discovered at the site, along with other inscribed pieces⁸. Compared with the 17 blocks currently at the site, the original inscription seems to have been longer. As the blocks were re-exposed to the elements, their protection became an important issue, and the Ankara Museum constructed a canopy over the monument in 1975. When not maintained, the roof fell apart. This meant that the monument was totally exposed to weather, but also that chunks of the roof—metal rods embedded in concrete footings—were leaning on the blocks and caused serious damage⁹.

Since 2010, the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Complex and its surroundings have been systematically investigated by the Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project, directed by Dr. Ömür Harmanşah (UIC), with Dr. Peri Johnson (UIC) as the field director. One of the key issues our project tackles is the site of Yalburt Yaylası itself, including the sacred pool monument, its associated contemporary settlement and its landscape context. Our annual visits to the Yalburt Monu-

---

² Fieldwork required for the Reflectance Transformation Imaging on the Yalburt monument was carried out with the permission of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in the Republic of Turkey, as part of the Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project directed by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Omur Harmanşah of the University of Illinois at Chicago (2014 permit issue date 19.June.2014, number 119360; 2016 permit issue date 30.June.2016, number 124625). Funding for the 2014 season was provided by University of Texas at Austin and Brown University. Funding for the 2016 season was provided by the University of Illinois at Chicago. I am grateful to Dr. Harmanşah and Dr. Peri Johnson for allowing me to carry out and publish the RTI project. I would also like to extend my thanks to Hasan Fidan, Yusuf Varmuş and Nar Johnson-Harmanşah, who helped with the physically demanding RTI work. I am also grateful to Kathryn Howley for introducing me to RTI, as well as for her help in answering questions during our fieldwork seasons; and to Linda Gosner, Kathryn McBride, Catherine Steidl and the two anonymous referees for their comments on the present manuscript. Any mistakes and oversights remain my own.
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Fig. 1. Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Monument
(photo by Ömür Harmanşah, ©Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project)

Figure 2. YB06 in 2012 (left) and 2016 (right)
(photos by Ömür Harmanşah and Müge Durusu-Tanrıöver, ©Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project)

ment revealed the fast decay of the inscription and the disintegration of the blocks, very visible, for instance, on YB6 (Fig. 2). We decided to start a program of thorough documentation for the digital preservation of the hieroglyphic inscription, at which point Reflectance Transformation Imaging emerged as the best solution because of its low-budgetary requirements and ease of use.

Reflectance Transformation Imaging, or RTI, is a technique for recording the surface characteristics of an object. Multiple photographs are taken under different angles of light, and then stitched together using an open-access software. The result is a synthetic model (and in this case a Polynomial Texture Map – PTM), which can be viewed in a dynamic way by manipulating a virtual light source in real-time, meaning that the object can be viewed under different directions of light. This reveals details, erasures, and layers not visible to the naked eye in daylight\textsuperscript{10}. Small objects can be photographed inside light domes with cameras attached to their apexes, enabling the automatic manipulation of light to produce 40–50 images of each object, each taken under a different direction of light\textsuperscript{11}. In this setting, the lights are at pre-calculated locations on the intersection points of a tri-

\textsuperscript{10} Cultural Heritage Imaging 2019a.
\textsuperscript{11} Malzbender et al. 2001, 520-521.
angular frame system, turning on and off according to the sequence detailed in the controlling software, which is then used as an input during the production of the final model. While PTMs of tablets\textsuperscript{12}, red-figure Attic vases\textsuperscript{13}, manuscripts\textsuperscript{14}, faunal remains\textsuperscript{15}, and even shipwreck remains\textsuperscript{16} have been collected using such domes, the scales in which archaeology is practiced in the field extend far beyond the small and the portable. Highlight-RTI has emerged as the alternative method for modelling larger objects; wherein the light dome is recreated, usually only partially, using manually manipulated external light sources\textsuperscript{17}.

Highlight-RTI was used to record 17 carved limestone blocks during the 2014 and 2016 seasons of the Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project. In our pilot RTI session in 2014, we managed to record eight blocks over the course of a week, while the remaining nine were completed in another week during the 2016 season\textsuperscript{18}. Since scholarly consensus on the reading of some of the Hieroglyphic Luwian signs in the inscription has not yet been achieved, recording the surfaces in their current state of conservation will enable better future scrutiny of the monument in consequence of advances in Luwian studies. This, in return, will mean that the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Complex will continue to be a major source for reconstructing and discussing the history and archaeology of the final stages of the Hittite Empire.

In this paper, I offer a methodology for the use of Highlight-RTI on large, immobile monuments in the rural landscape by using the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Monument as a case study. While Highlight-RTI has been used in such settings before\textsuperscript{19}, the Yalburt Monument offers a challenging example where multiple orientations, dimensions, and constraints forced us to create a tailored solution that emphasized consistency in the angles of the light source at the expense of ideal distances based on the measurements of the surfaces. Despite these constraints, this study shows that RTI can become an effective and efficient actor in the documentation and the preservation of cultural heritage in exposed landscapes. In this capacity, it is most effective when conceived as a site-specific technique, and customized to the particular needs of a locale by responding to the realities and challenges of an object/monument within its landscape context.

RTI: A Brief Introduction

The RTI technique centers around the idea of taking multiple photographs of a surface in exactly the same conditions except for the position of the light source. In this setting, the camera and the object being photographed must remain absolutely immobile, while the angle of the light changes in each photograph.

In the absence of the preset light locations of a light dome, the Highlight-RTI relies on a reflec-
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tive sphere roughly the size of a billiard ball to record the angle of the light in different photographs. This sphere must be either black or red, and can be easily produced by drilling a hole in a plain billiard or juggling ball to mount it on a tripod. In ideal conditions, an RTI kit should include a camera with full manual control and the best possible lens for the object(s) to be photographed, reflective sphere(s), tripods for stabilizing both the camera and the reflective sphere(s), an external light source (a flash light or an external flash working in tandem with the camera for best results), and strings to easily measure a fixed distance between the camera and the object during set up, and the object and the light source in each photograph. In the original method, the light dome limited the distance between the surface being photographed and the apex of the light dome, where the camera is located, to three times the diameter of the object being photographed\textsuperscript{20}. The Highlight-RTI method offers an inherent flexibility on this front, which was a crucial point for our work on the Yalburt Monument.

The resulting images, usually ca. 40-50, are uploaded into the open access software RTI Builder, developed by Cultural Heritage Imaging\textsuperscript{21}. The user must mark the placement and color of the reflective sphere in the images for the software to successfully process the photographs into a model. Once the software can detect the borders of the sphere, it can then scan its surface for the reflection left by the artificial light source during photography. Extrapolating from that, the software can calculate the angle of light in each image. After the sphere detection is complete, the reflective spheres can be cropped from the image for a polished final product, and the software is left to process the images to produce the model. Another open access software, RTI Viewer, is then utilized to view and manipulate the composite image\textsuperscript{22}. Here, the user can manually manipulate a virtual light source on the model in a dynamic way to study the details on the object not visible to the naked eye under regular daylight.

Like any other technique, RTI has its limitations. Firstly, it works on one surface at a time, and is not a 3D imaging tool that can model objects and spaces in the round. Second, the quality of the RTI product is directly dependent on the quality of the photographs, and the better the camera equipment and the photography are, the better the RTI results will be. This includes such parameters as the digital resolution of the camera used, the optical qualities of the accompanying lens, the stability of the camera during the capture and the overall quality of the images produced – all of which are dependent on the ability of the user to manually use the camera equipment in the best possible way for the specific object to be captured, as well as the quality of the equipment used. Third, RTI does not provide or record any quantitative data, such as measurements, and should not be utilized in place of vector-data-driven field recording techniques able to document measurements, angles, and distances. Finally, RTI can be a time-consuming process, especially when used on large monuments such as the example discussed in this paper. Despite these limitations, RTI offers a non-invasive method of recording for cultural heritage, which is particularly well-suited for the recording of surface detail, and which can be executed with relatively inexpensive equipment and open-source software. While RTI is a two-dimensional recording technique, the results provide a relief of the surface of the object, which can compete with three-dimensional recording tools. Furthermore, both the technique and the software have an easy learning curve, especially in cases where the user is already

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} Zányi 2007.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Cultural Heritage Imaging 2019b.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Cultural Heritage Imaging 2019c.
\end{itemize}
familiar and comfortable with full manual control on a camera, enabling users to master the technique with relative ease and to find customized solutions. I now turn to one such example, where the Highlight-RTI approach was adapted to the needs of our survey project in Konya, in central Anatolia.

Adapting Highlight-RTI for the Yalburt Monument

From the outset, the Yalburt monument presented significant challenges to the adaptation of the RTI technique. Originally built as a rectangular pool, the monument now has three sides reconstructed from the discovered blocks (Fig. 3). This made it necessary to develop strategies for recording surfaces facing three different orientations. Varying orientations forced us to be flexible with the timing of the recording sessions, with each side requiring a particular time of day. While we could work in the early mornings for the northern and southern walls, we achieved the best results for the western façade during the late afternoons and early evenings. The blocks are also of diverse length, ranging from 69 cm to 272 cm, meaning that there was not one single set-up strategy that could be developed to fit all the blocks, if we wanted to follow the more conventional RTI wisdom on ideal distances between the surface and the camera as dictated by the dimensions of the blocks. Working with a semi-enclosed monument also meant that the distance from which photographs could be taken was constrained by the monument itself; it was impossible to achieve a distance of three or four times the length of the largest dimension of some blocks during the sessions. In the case of some medium-sized blocks, even if we could move the set-up that far, the external light source failed to illuminate the surface sufficiently. After much trial and error on different sized blocks, where the medium- and large-sized blocks were not producing crisp results due to the camera and light source being too far away, we decided to classify the blocks according to their sizes (S, M, and L) (Table 1) and experiment with different distances. A two-meter radius for the light source (described in detail below) on YB2 produced the best results. After observing that YB2 is a medium-sized block, which are the most numerous in the monument, we made the critical decision to use a fixed set of distances for the camera and the light source, as well as fixed angles for the light source for all blocks that would be drawn from the success we had with YB2.

In the resulting set-up, we used a Canon EOS 40D Digital SLR Camera with 28-135 mm Canon Ultrasonic Lens f/3.5-5.6 IS USM with Image Stabilizer-Macro 0.5-1.6 ft. located firmly on a tripod 180 cm away from the central point of each block. The external light source, in our case a Canon

---

Fig. 3. Plan of the Yalburt Monument (after the drawing by Ömür Harmanşah and Nilgün Öz, ©Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project)

---

23 Mytum – Peterson (2018, 490) cites this distance to be four times the diameter or diagonal of the object.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small Blocks (S)</th>
<th>Medium Blocks (M)</th>
<th>Large Blocks (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions</strong></td>
<td>0–100 cm</td>
<td>101–180 cm</td>
<td>181–272 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blocks</strong></td>
<td>YB3, YB6*, YB15, YB17</td>
<td>YB2, YB5*, YB7, YB9, YB11*, YB12, YB13, YB14, YB16</td>
<td>YB1, YB4, YB8, YB10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Camera-block distance</strong></td>
<td>180 cm</td>
<td>180 cm</td>
<td>180 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External light source–block distance</strong></td>
<td>200 cm</td>
<td>200 cm</td>
<td>200 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Divisions along the horizontal axis</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree change along the horizontal axis for each new set</strong></td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>7.5°</td>
<td>5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance along the half-circle</strong></td>
<td>34.9 cm</td>
<td>26.1 cm</td>
<td>17.4 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Divisions along the vertical axis</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target photo number</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Since these blocks are obstructed on one end, 180° horizontal coverage was not possible, and we handled them as if they were L-sized blocks.

Table 1. Basic classification system and the recording strategies for the blocks

Speedlite 430 EXII -24-105mm auto zoom head external flash, traveled on a virtual half-circle with a two-meter radius as measured by a string. A red billiard ball stabilized on another tripod was used for recording the reflection in each photograph. Having the camera in front of the light source ensured that the light source, and the person holding it, would not be in the photographs. However, it also meant that when the light source was directly behind the camera, the camera would hinder the light. These photographs needed to be discarded during the processing of the images into the final PTM. Using set dimensions for the location of the camera for 17 blocks of varying sizes pushed us to find a calibration mechanism to achieve a comparable consistency across the monument. The result was utilizing different divisions along the virtual half-circle on which the light source was traveling. We utilized 18, 24, and 36 divisions on S, M, and L blocks, respectively; corresponding with 10°, 7.5° and 5° angles (Fig. 4).

Another set of decisions needed to be made about how the light would behave vertically. While
the length of the blocks varied considerably, their heights were uniform (ca. 80 centimeters), making it easier to plan a consistent strategy for how the external light source would move along the vertical axis. As the inscribed blocks of the Yalburt Monument sit on base stones that are 50 cm high, the lowest possible angle to hit the stones was fixed at 346° (−14°). Trying to strike a balance between the lowest position of light and the highest, while also being pressed for time in the intense fieldwork schedule of the season, we experimented with a two-meter vertical set-up and acquired good results. Five vertical divisions corresponding to six virtual points on the blocks with 19°, 13°, 6°, 359°, 352°, and 346°, from highest to lowest points respectively enabled us to cover in a total arc of 33° (Fig. 5).

Once this system had been designed, the next step was to translate it into actual images produced in the field. Working in a team of three, one person was responsible for the camera set-up and taking the photos, another for holding and moving the external light source along the arc determined by a string, and a third holding the other end of the string next to the block, providing checks for the distance and the angle – and moving before each image was taken (also known as ‘The Egyptian Method’). The first vertical set always started with the external flash being held two meters to the left of the midpoint of the block in Position 1 (Fig. 4), immediately adjacent to the neighboring block(s) on the left, and two meters above the ground (Vx-1 in Fig. 5). Afterwards, without anyone moving, the person in front of the block lowered one end of the string 16 cm to Vx-2 (Fig. 5), while the person holding the external flash lowered the light source 40 cm to provide a 13° angle. This was repeated four more times until the first vertical set was completed. Afterwards, the person holding the external flash moved 35 cm, 26 cm, or 17.5 cm depending on the size of the block (Table 1), and raised the flash to two meters above the ground, while the team member by the block turned the string back to the Vx-1 position. This procedure was repeated for 19, 25, or 37 times in total for S, M, and L-sized blocks, respectively, for a total of 114, 150, or 222 photos depending on the size of the block (see Fig. 6 for an example set that can be followed through the reflections on the red billiard ball). While these numbers are excessive in comparison with other, mainly indoor RTI captures, our aim was to document as much as possible so that discarding any photographs

Zányi 2007, 224; Earl et al. 2010, 2043.
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Fig. 6. The reflection of the light on the surface of YB15 throughout a vertical set

Fig. 7. Regular photograph of YB13 (a, top left) and composite RTI images with different light orientations (b-d)

Fig. 8. Example RTI snapshots of all the blocks
with shadows, blurry captures, or fieldwork misfortunes would still leave us with a substantial number of images for each block. In the end, a 180° horizontal coverage was paired with a 33° vertical one. While this cannot compete with the total 180° coverage of a light dome in both the vertical and horizontal axes, subdivided into 40-50 positions at the intersections of a triangular frame system embedded into the dome, the operation described above within the limited amount of time we had enabled us to obtain sufficient detail.

This strategy had to be altered yet again for four blocks standing at the intersection points of the rectangular pool. For YB5, YB6, YB10, and YB11, we could only cover a 90° arc. To compensate, these four blocks were handled as if they were all L-sized and were divided into 5° sets in horizontal coverage to maximize the number of photos taken regardless of their size. While the resulting composite images were of decidedly lesser quality than their counterparts, they represent the best possible practice within the given site conditions.

Conclusions

The methodology described above presents an ideal scenario envisioned for the RTI work undertaken by the Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project team in 2014 and 2016. In reality, fieldwork conditions, including the non-negotiable dates of the season, dying batteries, windy days shaking the camera, and even sheep overrunning the blocks during particular times of the day, pushed us into being even more flexible. In each set of photographs, there were blurry or dark images that needed to be discarded, leaving us with photograph counts lower than our target. However, even under these circumstances, RTI rewarded us with models that rendered the inscription much more legible than with the naked eye (Fig. 7-8), revealing that the software can compensate for fieldwork misfortunes. The flexibility embedded in the technique and the software makes RTI an extremely productive approach for recording landscape monuments, as long as a process of customization is achieved to respond to the local realities of each site. In our case, the system described in detail above was directly dependent on the specific circumstances of Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Pool Monument – ranging from the distance of the blocks from the ground to the arrangement of the inscription around three sides. This provides a replicable model for other landscape monuments containing surfaces of different orientations and dimensions to be recorded in the rural landscape. After carefully analyzing the physical constraints imposed on us by the monument, we designed a set of light angles to illuminate the blocks during imaging. These angles were controlled by using strings between set spots on the 80 cm block surfaces and a two-meter vertical set-up for the external light source located along a half-circle with a two-meter diameter. By varying the number of horizontal stops, we were able to take more images for larger blocks, and fewer for smaller ones, enabling us to produce final models presenting blocks of different sizes in comparable detail.

Considering the current stress on the monument, including the metal rods embedded in the blocks and weather conditions, the digital recording of the 17 blocks on site at Yalburt Yaylası will enable current and future scholars to revisit the Yalburt inscription in light of advances in the scholarship on the Luwian language, and will continue to be an important source for constructing the later part of Hittite history. The RTI models of all the blocks and the accompanying photographs are now in the process of being migrated to a digital platform for wider dissemination among scholars and enthusiasts of Bronze Age Anatolia.

---

25 The stills in this paper fail to do justice to the dynamic capability of the final RTI models. Multiple platforms are being explored at the time of writing for a dynamic digital exhibition of the RTI models that will enable the users to engage with
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